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HTPCs came in the early 1980s when Iwahara  and  co-workers  
showed  that  some ceramic perovskite-related  oxides  presented 
proton  conduction  in  hydrogen or vapor containing atmosphere  
at  high  temperatures 

The  most investigated  HTPCs  belong to the families of:   
�� SrCeO3    
�� BaCeO3  
�� BaZrO3 
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�� Proton Incorporation 

�� Proton Mobility 

The proton conduction 
mechanism in HTPCs involves 
two different steps, they are:  

Why oxygen vacancies? 
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with 
x = concentration of dopant 
� = oxygen vacancies 



The most important reaction related to the formation of 
protonic defects is the dissociative adsorption of water 
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Using a Kroeger-Vink notation 

The saturation value of the protons uptake is equal to 
twice the initial oxygen vacancy concentration 
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Grotthuss Mechanism � hopping mechanism  

�� the H-bonded protons form an OH group (    ) 
�� protons move around    and jump to the neighbour       

Quantum molecular dynamics (MD) symulations and IR 
spectra analysis � possible proton diffusion path.  

a.� The proton moves from position 1 to position 2 by 
its rotational motion around oxygen atom A. 

b.� Upon bending of the Ce-O bond, the proton can 
reach position 3, where a hydrogen bond to oxygen 
atom B can be formed.  

c.� At this position the proton can move to position 4 if 
the energetic barrier for proton transfer is 
reduced by shortening the bond length between A 
and B. 

d.� After a successful transfer, the Ce-O bending 
motion eventually breaks the hydrogen bond and 
the proton ends up in position 5. 
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Several drawbacks �� the high sintering temperature creates  
inhomogeneities in the chemical composition 

Solid state reaction 

Soft chemical processes 

•� decrease the sintering temperature and 
processing time 

•� good control of morphology and chemical 
composition 

•� high purity and ultrafine powders 



�� Chemical Composition � XRD analysis 

�� Morphological Composition � FE-SEM 

�� Mechanical Behavior � Dilatometer 

�� Electrical Behavior � Electrochemical        
Impedeace Spectroscopy (EIS) 
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With both methods is 
possible to achieve the 

pure phase, but it is 
obtained at different 

temperatures 
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��    HTPCs are promising material for several applications 

��   With the Agar procedure we are able to synthesized BCY at 
lower temperature 

��  A complete characterization of the material has been 
performed 

�� high purity metal-oxides compounds 

�� almost fully dense pellet 

�� very good protonic conduction (10-2 Siemens/m) 
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